
Middle School Book Blurbs

Use these blurbs to call out amazing 
books—especially Fair exclusives that you 

can’t find anywhere else—in online 
promotions, posters, and even public 

address announcements.

Some books may sell out, but there are

Lots more to love!

FAIRS SUCCEED WHEN
kids are excited about books!
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Book Blurbs

Written and illustrated by Kat Fajardo
MISS QUINCES

All Sue wants is to go to 
sleepaway camp, where she can 
read and write comic books with 
her friends. Instead, she gets 
stuck going to Honduras on a 
family trip. To make matters 
worse, Sue’s parents tell her 
they are throwing a surprise 
quinceañera for her. Sue can’t 
imagine anything more awful 
than having to wear a big, 
colorful, poofy dress. How will 
Sue survive this family 
“bonding” time? Find out in the 
new graphic novel perfect for 
fans of Raina Telgemeier. 
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Book Blurbs

Written by Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch

WINTERKILL

Imagine you are a farmer 
coming home to your farm and 
what you see when you get 
there is...an invading army. 
Winterkill tells the story of Nyl, 
a young Ukrainian farmer in the 
1930s, a time when the 
Soviet Union starved the people 
of Ukraine. Nyl is determined 
to survive and will do whatever 
it takes to stay alive. Based on 
true events, this novel is a 
riveting story set in the past 
that remains incredibly 
relevant today.

Show this book trailer 
to students!

https://players.brightcove.net/1543299976/BkekNOjDU_default/index.html?videoId=6309245343112
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Book Blurbs

Written by Andy Marino

ESCAPE FROM 
EAST BERLIN

Travel back in time to both the 
earliest and final days of the 
Berlin Wall. Inspired by real 
events, this story offers an inside 
look at two daring bids for 
freedom—one from the point-of-
view of Marta in December 1961, 
the other from the perspective of 
Kurt in January 1989. How do their 
triumphs, tragedies, and need 
for courage compare to your life 
today? Read this latest historical 
fiction from the author of Escape 
from Chernobyl and find out! 

Show this book trailer 
to students!

https://players.brightcove.net/1543299976/BkekNOjDU_default/index.html?videoId=6309245902112
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Book Blurbs
AMARI AND THE NIGHT 

BROTHERS
Written by B. B. Alston

Calling all Harry Potter and 
Percy Jackson fans! Join Amari 
on her mission to find out what 
happened to her brother, 
whom she never stopped 
believing was alive. A ticking 
briefcase leads her to the 
Bureau of Supernatural Affairs, 
and Amari is sure they have the 
answers she’s looking for. 
If you love magic, fairies, aliens, 
and all kinds of supernatural 
creatures, then you are in for 
one epic adventure!
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Book Blurbs

Written by Rex Ogle
FREE LUNCH

Most of the kids in Rex’s school 
come from wealthy families. 
But not Rex. His mom signed 
him up for free meals. Rex 
learns that it’s hard to start sixth 
grade when you don’t know who 
to sit with, when you can’t join 
the football team, when you’re 
wearing second-hand clothes, 
and when you’re standing in line 
at the cafeteria while everyone 
behind you listens to you explain 
to the cashier that you get 
free lunch. 

SPECIAL PRICE
Show this book trailer 

to students!

https://players.brightcove.net/1543299976/BkekNOjDU_default/index.html?videoId=6310187445112

